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Assets 

Good Natured (d4) 

You’re always cheerful and easygoing, 
and so people are often nice back. 
Whenever dealing socially with people in 
a casual manner, or in non-threatening 
and non-intimate settings, your jovial 
manner helps you persuade or otherwise 
Influence them. Add your Trait die to rolls 
where your cheerful nature makes things 
go smoothly. Good Natured won’t help 
when a  situation is stressful and 
everyone’s already on edge, or if the 
target already distrusts you—things like 
that prevent you from putting them at 
their ease. 
 
Higher Education (d2) 

You gained the full benefit of a university 
degree, guild training, or some other form 
of study—meaning you sat up straight, 
paid attention, and retained what you 
learned. You may add your Trait die when 
recalling information that you may have 
studied in school. It needs to relate to 
your education background and be 
approved by the Game Master. 
 
Lucky (d8) 

You’re blessed with good fortune. 
Sometimes, you can scrape by when 
others would have failed. 
d8: Twice per session, you may reroll all 
the dice of any roll, including botches, and 
use the better of the two results. 

Complications 

Absent-Minded (d2) 

Whether you’re a knuckle-dragging 
moron or a certified genius, you tend to 
forget things and can be easily distracted 
by new ideas or outside stimulation. It 
makes it difficult to stay organized and on 
task. This is primarily a role playing Trait, 
but it also causes the Trait die to be added 
to the Difficulty of rolls to remember 
things or when concentrating when there 
are distractions present. 
 
Gullible (d4) 

You are fairly naive, and tend to take 
people at their word. This gets you into 
trouble, but being careful isn’t your 
strong suit. This primarily comes through 
in role playing (the higher the Trait die, 
the more trusting you are), but you also 
add your Trait die to the Difficulty of any 
roll to determine if you are being lied to. 
 
Klutz (d4) 

You have three or four left feet. For some 
reason, you can’t seem to get the hang of 
balance and coordination, though since 
you do move rather chaotically, at least 
this doesn’t make you any more likely to 
get hit in combat. Add your Trait die to 
the Difficulties of all rolls to move, catch 
something, throw something, or do 
anything else requiring coordination, 
other than defensive rolls. Also, you botch 
these rolls if all your dice come up 
showing either 1 or 2 (instead of botching 
if they all come up 1). 


